The new name for Healthcare at Home

Patient Voice:
We’re listening
P R I VAT E PAT I E N T S AT I S FAC T I O N
S U RV E Y R E S U LT S Q UA RT ER T WO

We ensure our employees deliver our services to the highest
standards each and every time. It is important that we hear directly
from the people we serve via regular surveys as it ensures we see
the bigger picture and understand your patients’ needs.

97%
This Private Patient Survey
had a response rate of 28 %,
equivalent of 412 responses
from 1,466 patients surveyed.

The results were overwhelmingly
positive with a total overall
satisfaction rate of 97 %.

All the nurses who attend to me are efficient,
knowledgeable, caring and understanding of my needs.
They are always well prepared and constantly aware of
my needs. An excellent way to receive treatment!

100%
100 % of respondents said the
information provided during
their welcome call was clear
and easy to understand.

 he contact team are easy to get in
T
touch with and helpful. All the nurses
arrive within the allocated time slot.
They even contact you if there is a
possibility that they might be delayed.
I have received excellent treatment and
service. The nurses and staff are always
willing and helpful and a pleasure to have
at my home.

PAT I E N T VO I C E

T
 he system works very well, and
takes the stress out of booking
appointments and collecting
medication from 20 miles away.

97%
When respondents were asked
how likely they were to recommend
Sciensus the average response
was 9 out of 10.

97 % of respondents said nurses
and consultants always or
mostly worked well together.

PAT I E N T VO I C E

Lovely to be treated in my own home especially during the
COVID pandemic. All the nurses I had were lovely and made
me feel as relaxed as possible during my chemotherapy
which was a very scary time for me. They explained
everything they were doing and listened to my worries.

100%
100 % of respondents said they
have confidence and trust in
the nurses treating them.

100%
100 % of patients said
they were treated with
dignity and respect.

Patients are at the
heart of what we do
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As a result of patient feedback we are continuing to make
improvements in two key areas:
Nurse continuity: focusing on the recruitment of nurses in
the right locations of the UK so that patients are seen by
their three named nurses.

Scheduling of visits: nurse schedules to be confirmed two
days, not one day, in advance. Patient Liaison Team to call
each patient two days in advance of each visit providing an
am/pm time slot. A text message to be sent to patients on
the day before the visit giving the two-hour time slot the
nurse will arrive in.
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I think of my
Healthcare at Home
nurse as a friend
Wednesday 2 December 2020 might well
have felt like a relatively standard day for
most of us, but not for Kim Wright. That’s
because on that Wednesday, Kim had her
100th Healthcare at Home nurse visit and it’s
something that has taken her by surprise.
‘Did I expect to reach 100 nurse visits for having
Herceptin treatment at home? Most certainly not!’
she says. ‘In fact, I never ever thought I’d end up
having 100 visits. I just regard myself as lucky that
I’m still here.’

Read Kim’s story here

You’ve got a friend
In 2014, Kim was advised by her consultant oncologist,
Dr Chakraborti, that her breast cancer had advanced
and as a result, she needed to have regular Herceptin
treatment. Since then, Kim has had a Healthcare at

rapport with her regular Healthcare at Home nurse,
Janice Flanagan.
‘I think of Janice as a friend who comes to visit every
three weeks,’ Kim explains. ‘I trust and feel comfortable
with her and I can talk to her about anything. We
seemed to click straight away as we found we had
things in common. For example, we have both had
breast cancer and Herceptin treatment and we also
both have grandchildren.
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Kim with nurse Janice Flanagan (right) and Tracey
Grinham (left), Consultant Engagement Manager.
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Healthcare at Home patient Kim Wright.

‘Because Janice has had the treatment, she knows what it feels
like and that is such a help for me. When she is administering
the drug by subcutaneous injection, Janice will stop every

few seconds to give the muscle time to absorb it as Herceptin
is a very thick treatment. She uniquely understands what a
difference that can make as it is a painful treatment. She’s very
caring and professional.’

Shared experiences
Kim can also ask her Healthcare at Home nurse about side
effects she is experiencing such as bleeding gums or an upset
stomach post-treatment. It’s particularly useful that Janice
has also experienced these side effects. ‘It makes such a

difference just to talk about how you’re feeling with someone
that really understands,’ says Kim.
Having treatment at home takes away some of the stress
for Kim and her husband, Rob. ‘My husband used to
work on an oil rig for some of the time when I was having
chemotherapy and I had to have it on my own,’ Kim explains.

Home nurse visit every three weeks to administer
Herceptin. Over the years, she has built up a strong

I think of Janice as a friend who
comes to visit every three weeks.
I trust and feel comfortable with her
and I can talk to her about anything.

*Patient stories produced before rebrand.
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‘I also found it difficult to get to hospital if I was due to have
a treatment but didn’t feel too well. When Dr Chakraborti
said I could have treatment at home, Healthcare at Home
provided my chemotherapy at home and then I went onto
Herceptin at home. I was advised I couldn’t drive after having

chemotherapy and I don’t feel I can drive when I’ve had
Herceptin as I sometimes don’t feel very well afterwards.
It’s a lot more convenient having my treatment at home.’

It makes such a difference just to
talk about how you’re feeling with
someone that really understands …
It’s a lot more convenient having
my treatment at home.
Having regular treatments doesn’t get any easier for Kim.
She feels anxious in the lead-up to each treatment but
feels relieved when she knows the nurse that will be visiting
is Janice.
‘I do tend to dwell on each treatment as it approaches so
it’s lovely that we can chat about what our grandchildren
have been doing afterwards and have a catch-up. It helps
to take my mind off everything and feel normal again,’ Kim
explains. ‘It’s just myself and my husband here now as our
children are grown up and have left home so whenever

Janice visits, she’s like a breath of fresh air.’
We would like to thank Kim for sharing her story with us.

www.hah.co.uk/cancer

Page.

Data based on the results from a survey of existing private
patients receiving systemic anti-cancer therapy from Sciensus
which took place between 19 April and 21 May 2021.

Contact details
Patient referrals
To refer a patient if not using iQemo:
privatereferrals@sciensus.com
Patient Liaison Team
For general enquiries please
contact the Patient Liaison Team.
8 am – 6 pm 0333 207 9882
Out-of-hours 0800 756 7589
Email patientliaison@sciensus.com

Care Bureau (available 24/7)
0800 756 7589

sciensus.com

Consultant Engagement Managers

Caroline Irwin
North (including Scotland
& Northern Ireland)
caroline.irwin@sciensus.com
07545 657 965

Joanne Phillips
South
joanne.phillips@sciensus.com
07525 630 645

Tracey Grinham
Midlands & Essex
tracey.grinham@sciensus.com
07921 021 209

Jeffrey Mantey
London & Kent
jeffrey.mantey@sciensus.com
07525 629 828
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I think of my
Healthcare at Home
nurse as a friend
Wednesday 2   December 2020 might well
have felt like a relatively standard day for
most of us, but not for Kim Wright. That’s
because on that Wednesday, Kim had her
100th Healthcare at Home nurse visit and it’s
something that has taken her by surprise.
‘Did I expect to reach 100 nurse visits for having
Herceptin treatment at home? Most certainly not!’
she says. ‘In fact, I never ever thought I’d end up
having 100 visits. I just regard myself as lucky that
I’m still here.’

You’ve got a friend
In 2014, Kim was advised by her consultant oncologist,
Dr Chakraborti, that her breast cancer had advanced
and as a result, she needed to have regular Herceptin
treatment. Since then, Kim has had a Healthcare at
Home nurse visit every three weeks to administer
Herceptin. Over the years, she has built up a strong

I think of Janice as a friend who
comes to visit every three weeks.
I trust and feel comfortable with her
and I can talk to her about anything.

rapport with her regular Healthcare at Home nurse,
Janice Flanagan.
‘I think of Janice as a friend who comes to visit every
three weeks,’ Kim explains. ‘I trust and feel comfortable
with her and I can talk to her about anything. We
seemed to click straight away as we found we had
things in common. For example, we have both had
breast cancer and Herceptin treatment and we also
both have grandchildren.

Kim with nurse Janice Flanagan (right) and Tracey
Grinham (left), Consultant Engagement Manager.

Healthcare at Home patient Kim Wright.

‘Because Janice has had the treatment, she knows what it feels
like and that is such a help for me. When she is administering
the drug by subcutaneous injection, Janice will stop every
few seconds to give the muscle time to absorb it as Herceptin
is a very thick treatment. She uniquely understands what a
difference that can make as it is a painful treatment. She’s very
caring and professional.’

Shared experiences
Kim can also ask her Healthcare at Home nurse about side
effects she is experiencing such as bleeding gums or an upset
stomach post-treatment. It’s particularly useful that Janice
has also experienced these side effects. ‘It makes such a
difference just to talk about how you’re feeling with someone
that really understands,’ says Kim.
Having treatment at home takes away some of the stress
for Kim and her husband, Rob. ‘My husband used to
work on an oil rig for some of the time when I was having
chemotherapy and I had to have it on my own,’ Kim explains.
‘I also found it difficult to get to hospital if I was due to have
a treatment but didn’t feel too well. When Dr Chakraborti
said I could have treatment at home, Healthcare at Home
provided my chemotherapy at home and then I went onto
Herceptin at home. I was advised I couldn’t drive after having

chemotherapy and I don’t feel I can drive when I’ve had
Herceptin as I sometimes don’t feel very well afterwards.
It’s a lot more convenient having my treatment at home.’

It makes such a difference just to
talk about how you’re feeling with
someone that really understands …
It’s a lot more convenient having
my treatment at home.
Having regular treatments doesn’t get any easier for Kim.
She feels anxious in the lead-up to each treatment but
feels relieved when she knows the nurse that will be visiting
is Janice.
‘I do tend to dwell on each treatment as it approaches so
it’s lovely that we can chat about what our grandchildren
have been doing afterwards and have a catch-up. It helps
to take my mind off everything and feel normal again,’ Kim
explains. ‘It’s just myself and my husband here now as our
children are grown up and have left home so whenever
Janice visits, she’s like a breath of fresh air.’
We would like to thank Kim for sharing her story with us.

www.hah.co.uk/cancer

‘Phenomenal’
nurses helping to
keep Sarah smiling
through chemo
Being diagnosed with breast cancer at the
age of 30 came as a huge shock for Sarah Page,
but she’s been helped through her experience
by Healthcare at Home’s dedicated staff.
Since beginning treatment in September Sarah has been
visited regularly for chemotherapy sessions, as well blood
tests and other routine checks.
‘Every single person that I’ve seen has been phenomenal,’
said Sarah. ‘I’ve got to know some of them really well, and
having that regular interaction has been so helpful. When
my chemotherapy sessions went from one every week
to one every three weeks I was almost sad I wouldn’t be
having those regular visits.’

Staying positive and upbeat has been vital in
Sarah’s approach to her treatment, and she’s been
determined to still have fun where she can – even
dyeing her hair purple before it began to fall out.
‘I thought if I was going to lose it, I may as well have
some fun first!’ she said. Eventually she decided to
take control and shave it off, rather than waiting for
it to fall out.

The nurse that visited that day was
brilliant and sat and listened to me
talk. She didn’t have to rush off and
extended the appointment so that
we had that time. It helped more
than I can possibly say.

Healthcare at Home chemotherapy patient Sarah Page.

‘The nurse that came to see me afterwards kept telling
me I still looked beautiful and that it really suits me
and that I should consider keeping it like this,’ she said.

Otis, who was only a few months old when Sarah
began her treatment, can often be found curled up
at her feet during it.

‘It’s things like that which help to reassure you and
make you feel like you’re still a human being.’

She said: ‘It’s lovely to have the animals around. They
seem to know when you’re not feeling right and will
just sit with you. It’s amazing how much better it can
make you feel, just having a little animal curl up on
your lap for a cuddle.

She credits this emotional support as something
that’s helped her to maintain her positive approach,
even when things have got tough.
‘Initially I was determined I was going to carry on and
work as normal, and that this wasn’t going to change
anything, but when it became obvious that wasn’t
going to happen I did get very upset about it,’ she said.
‘The nurse that came that day was brilliant and sat and
listened to me talk. She didn’t have to rush off and
extended the appointment so that we had that time.
It helped more than I can possibly say.’
Sarah, of Staffordshire, has her care paid for by private
health insurance through her employer. She says she
feels incredibly grateful that she doesn’t have to
travel into hospital for each chemotherapy session
and can be surrounded by home comforts while she
receives her drugs – particularly her much-loved pets,
sausage dogs Otis and Rosie and cats Phoebe and
Dinky.

‘It’s also nice to not have to think about getting dressed
and going somewhere. There’s been several times I’ve
had my treatment in my pyjamas. The nurses have said
to me they wish they could come and do the treatment
in their pyjamas too!’
Sarah added that her experience of treatment has also
been made easier by the Patient Liaison Lead who
kept her updated at every stage.
She said: ‘They’ve been great at letting me know what
time to expect the nurse to arrive and who was due
to be with me. All the agents I’ve spoken to have
always been very friendly and ready to answer any
questions I have. You don’t feel like you’re just a name
on a list; they’re caring and compassionate in every
communication.’
We'd like to thank Sarah for sharing her story.
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